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The transformation of traditional societies 
and the impact of change on the built 
environment have been two of the central 
concerns of the Aga Khan Award for 
Architecture. These topics are of particular 
relevance because the Award, from the 
very beginning, has been engaged in a 
search for better answers and more 
satisfactory solutions to the problems of 
preserving the cultural heritage while 
building for tomorrow's needs. This search 
has led to the reconsideration of some 
fundamental questions: does development 
inevitably force traditional societies to 
adopt alien forms? Does modernisation 
lead to social dislocations and loss of 
cultural values? And, ultimately do 
economic growth and development in 
general have to be inimical to the 
preservation of cultural heritage? It is with 
these questions in mind that the Award's 
eighth seminar was organised in Sana'a. 

Yemen has provided a uniquely 
appropriate setting to consider issues 
relating to "The Impact of Development 
on Architecture and Urbanism". It is a 
country of enormously rich architectural 
heritage. Throughout their long history, 
the Yemeni people have developed a 
sophisticated art of building. Their 
indigenous building forms have been 
shaped by social, economic and ecological 
conditions of their society and region. 

The architecture of Yemen varies 
somewhat according to the local building 
materials available in different areas. 
While in the central highlands stone 
buildings are predominant, in the valleys 
and flatlands combinations of stone and 
mud brick are normally used. But 
regardless of the area, traditional rural 
architecture displays a closely-knit, organic 
pattern. Clusters of tall buildings on high 
locations with commanding views enabled 
the inhabitants to defend their hamlets in 
the days of tribal warfare. These tall, 
narrow structures that reach unusual 
heights may range from simple watch 
towers to impressive residences. Yet they 
all share the same design, having store 
rooms and very few openings on the 
ground level, and living quarters with large 
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windows and spectacular views on the 
uppermost floors. The more majestic ones 
among these rural residences are notable 
for their facade treatments of stone work 
and fanlight fretwork. 

The urban architecture of Yemen also 
reveals the predominance of defence 
considerations. Most of the larger towns 
and cities are fortified and verticality is as 
prominent in cities as it is in the country 
side. The tightly-knit urban fabric with 
integrated commercial and residential 
quarters has the characteristic patterns of 
the traditional Islamic city. The narrow 
streets of the capital, Sana'a, are shaded by 
buildings five to nine storeys high with 
their elevations reaching fifty metres. At 
the street level are shops while the upper 
floors are residences. But here, too, the 
lower part of the facades, usually of stone, 
has few openings while the upper portions, 
built of baked brick with relief decorations, 
have large windows with plaster decoration 
around them. In the rear are vegetable 
gardens and orchards which belong to the 
A WQAF and assigned to specific mosques. 
This tradition of having agricultural land 
within urban areas also goes back to the 
days of tribal warfare when the residents of 
hamlets under siege had to produce their 
food within the fortifications. 

But the traditional architecture and the 
urban pattern of Yemen is in danger of 
deterioration and even extinction. Since 
1962, when the Government of Yemen 
Arab Republic was established, the 
country has evolved rapidly. With 
economic growth and increased 
communication with the outside world, a 
process of urbanisation and migrant 
labourer circulation has begun. Mountain 
towns and villages are becoming 
depopulated and the buildings there are 
turning derelict as a result of massive 
migration to urban areas. On valleys and 
flatlands as well, there are entire villages 
deserted. Meanwhile the rapid 
urbanisation poses a serious threat to the 
fabric of the cities. Housing shortage has 
resulted in construction of squatter 
settlements. Well-to-do clients have shown 
interest in modern construction 
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technology, and cement blocks, 
contrasting sharply with the beautiful old 
buildings, have proliferated. Moreover, 
the lack of infrastructure in Yemeni cities 
has already been posing serious problems 
and any further crowding may be expected 
to cause serious deterioration of the quality 
of life. 

As such the Yemen Arab Republic has 
begun to feel all the pains of growth. Its 
experience with the difficulties of rapid 
development has been recent but intense. 
Yet the Yemeni people are aware of and 
cherish their rich cultural heritage. For 
example, the persistence of facade 
decorations on cement buildings is an 
indication of their attachment to the 
traditional expression in architecture. Can 
their deeply rooted attachment to tradition 
mediate the forces of change? 

The participants in this seminar were given 
an opportunity to observe the impact of 
change on urban and rural areas. 
Between the regular sessions and 
workshops site visits were organised to 
Rowdah, Wadi Dahr, Thula, Shibam, 
Kawkaban, Amran, Kohlan and Hajja 
lying to the north of the capital and 
Dhamar, Rada'a, Djibla and Ta'iz to the 
south. These site visits brought into 
sharper focus the wide range of issues 
treated by the contributors. Among the 
specific questions raised were: 
• What are the social forces which have 

given rise to the modernisation in 
Yemeni culture? 

• To which degree is modernisation in 
Yemeni society dependent on foreign 
expatriate presence? 

• What are the existing architectural 
symbols of modernity in Yemen? 

• Where do new technologies and shifting 
life-styles come into the conflict with the 
existing built environment? 

• What are appropriate roles for foreign 
experts and by which criteria can foreign 
experts be selected? 

This seminar, being the first in the series 
organised by the Award to focus 
exclusively on one muslim country, has 
enriched the thinking of the Award on 
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these issues of global significance. Through 
this publication it is hoped to contribute 
toward a greater awareness of the 
problems of urban development in 
traditional societies among a broader 
circule of architects, social scientists, 
planners and decision-makers. 


